
Afin Keywallet Touch (Keep your
cryptocurrency Anytime Anywhere with a
single card)
Asian Fintech PTE LTD, the creators of the Afin Coin have released their newly launched hardware
wallets.

MARINA BAY FINANCIAL TOWER2, SINGAPORE, December 25, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Asian
Fintech PTE LTD, the creators of the Afin Coin have released their newly launched hardware
wallets. The KeyWallet Touch devices are equipped with FIDO U2F certification which means the
hardware has the ability to be utilized as a two-factor authentication (2FA) device in the
foreseeable future. Highly secured your crypto asset. Your confidential assets will not be
disclosed and well protected.

What is Afin KeyWallet Touch?

Keywallet Touch is an NFC Card-typed cold wallet, It is a hardware wallet that can safely store
various cryptocurrency. Keywallet Touch keeps your assets secure. KeyWallet Touch is a rugged,
durable credit card. Keywallet Touch fully complies with ISO7816 and ISO14443 specifications, In
addition, Keywallet Touch dose not require a battery and therefore can be used semi-
permanently. Keywallet Touch can support multiple cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Omisego, various ERC-20 tokens and many other coins.

The main benefits of using Afin KeyWallet Touch?

1. It is highly secured inside a strongly isolated IC chipset environment.

2. Easy to carry like your Credit Card, you can put it in your wallet. Anywhere you want to
manage, slip it out and tap it the phone to trade.

3. Recovery &amp; Backed up, Accounts are backed up on a Recovery Sheet which can be an
easy restoration with the other alternative purchase.

4. Durability &amp; Semi-permanently usage, the card is durable and reliable in all case. It is
proven for many years-usage and no battery required support.

5. Coin Support , Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Binance, Omisego and ERC20 are
currently supported. Ethereum Classic, Ripple and many others
will be updated and supported respectively. If you want to specific coin to be listed. Please
contact us.

6. Pricing value, compared to other cold wallets, the retails price is reasonable and affordable for
everyone

7. Trust Hardware Wallet certified by a professional organization!!

A FIDO certified U2F authenticator, IC chipset complies with ISO7816 and ISO14443 standard,
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Furthermore, since it is a FIDO U2F certified it can be
utilized as a two-factor-authentication(2FA) device to major portal sites in future opening.

Specifications
CPU: 16-bit RICS CORE
Size: 85mmx54mmx0.8mm
Weight: 5.4g
Temperature: -25 °C  - 85 °C 
Mobile: Android (5.0+) OS with NFC
PC: Windows(7+) OS with KeyWallet Reader
Interface: ISO14443, ISO7816
Certificated: CC EAL5+, FIDO U2F

Only Card tapping to your phone! You could check your Crypto-assets Anytime &amp;
Anywhere!

Now supported platform  Android only model 5.0 above (NFC)

Get special promotion only 60USD/card or you can get 50% discount on payment by AfinS..
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